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4 This volume of essays is written from many angles, and shifts focus from narrower to
wider  ones.  Yet,  consistently,  it  centers  on  exploring  the  local  in  histories  more
commonly set in national or global frames.  Trans-nationalism may be all  the rage in
recent turns that American Studies has taken, here the local is reclaimed as the vantage
point where history turns into experience, affecting people’s lives, generating memories
and meaning. The local is the point where mere occurrences, incidents and events, in
random succession, undergo their translation into meaningful narratives, into cultural
repertoires, setting entire chains of purposeful action going. After all, it is our common
fate as humans to live our lives as signifying monkeys.
5 What is the local that sets the perspective in this volume of essays? As chosen by the
editors, it is the small area in the Netherlands where some of the culminating moments in
World War II took place. It was just one of those manifold settings where literally the war
was brought home to local residents, visiting the ravages of war upon people seeing their
lives upset as if by a natural cataclysm. It was the area where the allied advance following
D-Day was brought to a halt and got stalled for months on end. It is the area of “A bridge
too  far”  cinematic  fame.  It  is  an  area  of  almost  epic  concentration  of  war  history,
condensing the horrors of war into a matter of months. Here a city – Nijmegen – was
ravaged by friendly fire,  bombed by mistake by Allied American fighters,  only to be
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further ruined once it was caught in the cross-fire of two armies stuck in position. A
nearby city, Arnhem, was laid to waste following the dismal failure of Operation Market
Garden due to logistical overstretch, seeing British airborne troops scurrying back across
the  river,  while  under  enemy fire.  Only  months  later  the  area  would see  liberation,
changing all that had gone before. Or did it? 
6 The opening chapters raise the crucial questions of what happened historically and how
people living through the period managed to “translate” their experiences onto the level
of memory and understanding. One tool to help people cope with recent history was re-
enactment,  either  literally,  on  the  spot,  or  in  a  mediated  form  on screen.  In  two
fascinating chapters Laszló Munteán and Wolfgang Hochbruck analyze various ways in
which re-enactments have allowed people to cope with memories, even traumatic ones,
and strategically to push their reading toward a positive end, placing it in the light of the
larger trajectory leading to allied victory, snatching victory from the jaws of defeat, so to
speak. Other traumatic memories, such as the fluke allied bombardment of their city, may
initially have been repressed, taking longer to find forms of public commemoration. Joost
Rosendaal compares two such cases, of Nijmegen and of the Belgian town of Mortsel, to
illuminate  the  more  general  problem  regarding  the  function  of  self-censorship  and
political correctness in coping with a traumatic historical event. 
7 Liberation and the years of reconstruction that followed brought their own struggles of
“signification,” of inspirational readings of where the Netherlands should be heading.
Marja Roholl focuses on the role that America had come to fashion for itself, through
projecting itself on to the canvass of newly liberated Europe as a cultural and political
model, as a culture of reference in other words. Similarly, Mathilde Roza focuses on the
role played by Dutch illustrator and pen artist Jo Spier, whose playful mind produced the
iconography that would help to give shape and face to the larger, more abstract project of
the Marshall Plan. 
8 Hans Bak concludes the first section of this volume, taking us back to the precise locus of
Nijmegen, prior to its liberation.  To all  the powers of signifying,  of giving sense and
meaning to historical occurrences, there is one left unmentioned so far. It is the power of
voice, of one individual mind speaking, forcing us to listen. In a marvelous piece – “On the
road to Nijmegen” – Bak brings two artists to life, Earle Birney and Alex Colville, one a
poet, the other a painter, Canadian soldiers both, in the last months of the war. They
come to life through the strength of their creative work. But adding to the impact is the
power of empathy in Bak’s voice. 
9 Following chapters take up the variety of mass-cultural reflections of liberation and the
role played by American popular culture. Frank Mehring raises the interesting question
of what the soundtrack may have been to the many images of liberation that we continue
to revisit in iconic photographs and fragments of silent film. We see people dancing in the
street, celebrating together, but can we reconstruct the sounds that came with the sights?
The unique collection of sheet music in the archive of the National Liberation Museum in
the Netherlands offers a key to answering this question. The cover art, the lyrics, the
music and public performances must have collectively functioned as a means for self-
expression and self-affirmation of Dutch citizens after the liberation. The music, as it
turns out, was highly popular at the time, an amalgam of Dutch repertoires and American
popular music forms, as it had already been forming before the war. Yet,  with a few
exceptions, most songs are forgotten. Mehring blames it on the medium, sheet music
being a less powerful form of public memory than gramophone records. He seems to
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forget that half a century before, in the U.S., popular music had made a lasting imprint on
people’s musical memories when sheet music was the only available form of cultural mass
circulation. 
10 The story of jazz and its reception in the Netherlands is told by Walter van de Leur, from
its pre-war reception in the Netherlands to the post-war period. As Wolfgang Raussert
points  out,  especially  during  the  Cold  War  period  music  in  the  form of  jazz  gained
recognition as the sound of freedom, continuing to play a pivotal role at the intersection
of democratic aesthetics and politics of liberation. It kept the exhilaration of sentiments
of liberation alive for post-war generations and lent itself well to its use as a propaganda
tool in America’s cultural diplomacy during the Cold War. 
11 In the course of the American Century, basically from the days of liberation in Europe and
the  Pacific,  America  managed  to  turn  itself  into  the  global  signifier  of  dreams  of
liberation and freedom, as carried by every snippet and gadget of its prolific mass culture.
Others,  outside  America,  constructed  their  own  versions  of  “America”  as  a  global
imaginary, in a sense taking control of the reading of “America,” weaving it into their
own local  lives.  In  a  section of  the  book,  called  “Transnational  Re-Locations,”  Birgit
Bauridl tells the story of how places of memory – lieux de mémoire – can be constructed
far from American shores by non-Americans through re-arranging bits and snippets of
American mass culture. Three further chapters, by Jorrit van den Berk, Josef Raab and
Eric Sandeen, give the topic of liberation a critical twist. Van den Berk looks at American
diplomacy in El Salvador and the unintended ways in which the idealistic language of the
U.S.  war effort  may have inspired Salvadoran oppositionists.  Josef  Raab takes up the
themes of oppression and liberation as they run through Caribbean-American history. A
literary story cycle – The Dew Breaker by Edwidge Danticat – concentrates on the ways in
which atrocities committed during the Duvalier dictatorships in Haiti overshadow the
lives of Haitian Americans twenty to forty years later. America, in their eyes, will never
fully be the vaunted space of liberation. Eric Sandeen revisits the shameful episode of
Japanese-American relocation in concentration camps during World War II, treating it as
a racist act that deprived more than 110,000 Japanese and Japanese Americans living on
the west coast of their full constitutional rights. As Sandeen pursues the topic, there is a
redemptive element in the way that over the years former camp inmates have sanctified
the place through annual pilgrimages, turning it into a memory site, a symbolic place
adding many dark touches to America’s image. 
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